International Reinsurance Brokers Solutions LLC, (aka INTERBROS), is an independent International
reinsurance broker, fully licensed and incorporated under the laws and regulations of the State of Florida,
USA, established in March 2008.
INTERBROS has a marketing point of service office in the middle of the Brickell Financial District,
operating as a “first class boutique”, with a primary directive towards the development of new reinsurance
business opportunities in Central and South America as well as the Spanish speaking Caribbean.
INTERBROS team has developed a strong business relationship with clients and reinsurers for over 40
years. This has allowed INTERBROS to create strategic alliances with certain key prominent local clients
and producers.
The strong direct relationship that INTERBROS has developed with key reinsurers in the Americas, as
well as in the rest of the world continues growing. And when required, INTERBROS has also the support
of our correspondent network of Lloyds reinsurance brokers as well as other specialty brokers in the
Continental Europe. This allows INTERBROS to capitalize on both, ours and their respective marketing
strengths and abilities, to obtain the best results possible from our respective “Local markets”.
INTERBROS team is specialized in the designing, development, marketing and placement of products
and reinsurance solutions, including Consulting Services in Risk Management and Captives /Rent a
Captive tools and solutions. INTERBROS’s involvement includes working on entire comprehensive
programs in all classes of insurance and reinsurance business to be handled either on a Facultative or
Treaty basis.
INTERBROS is especially strong in large Property/Power Energy, Casualty and Marine/STP Facultative
as well as in Health, Group Life, Personal Accidents and related Bank-Assurance/Massive Products
(including Indemnity Products), using any other means/channels of distribution to access large
groups/population segments.
INTERBROS is currently registered as a foreign reinsurance broker with the local financial authorities in
all Central American countries, as well as in Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Peru and Colombia. In the
rest of the countries, where required, INTERBROS does business through local correspondents.
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José Perez-Albela (JAPA)
President & Partner
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Juan Carlos Correal
C.O.O. & Partner
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